Abraham Lincoln the Despotic Dictator.

President Abraham Lincoln was allegedly opposed to a centralized banking system in this country.

After the National Banking Act of 1863 was passed by Congress, which was one of many attempts by the bankers to control of our monetary system, Lincoln stated:

“The money power preys upon the nation in times of peace and conspires against it in times of adversity.  It is more despotic than monarchy, more insolent than autocracy, more selfish than bureaucracy.  I see in the near future a crisis approaching that unnerves me and causes me to tremble for the safety of my country.  Corporations have been enthroned, an era of corruption in high places will follow, and the money power of the country will endeavor to prolong its reign by working upon the prejudices of the people until the wealth is aggregated in a few hands and the republic is destroyed.”

Lincoln also said:

“I have two great enemies, the Southern Army in front of me and the bankers in the rear.  Of the two, the one at the rear is my greatest foe.”

In his 1970 book Bitter Harvest, author John Steinbacher wrote:

“Seeking in a time of great crisis to develop their money power over the United States, the big international financiers tried to ambush President Lincoln during the dark days of the civil war, a war which some astute historians claim to have been brought on by the international money powers in order to divide and conquer this nation in the resulting chaos....Federal reserves and expenses then were small, and...Lincoln was desperate for money to finance and equip his Union armies in the field....Although hard pressed by the European money masters,...the President would have no part in their scheme to provide the funds in return for interest bearing U.S. obligations....Rather than cave in to the bankers offers to lend the government money at usurious rates of interest, in 1863 President Lincoln caused to be issued $430 million in non-interest bearing currency....With the credit of the nation behind it, the new money in the form of United States Notes was readily accepted by military suppliers....Abraham Lincoln was killed over his insistence that the United States should coin its own money rather than turn that right over to the international money changers.”

Further along this same line, the German Chancellor, Otto von Bismarck, made this remark in 1876 about Lincoln’s assassination:

“They [the bankers] understood at once, that the United States would escape their grip.  The death of Lincoln was resolved upon.  Nothing is easier than to find a fanatic to strike.”

==============================

Yes, it was big money that killed Lincoln, not only because he wouldn’t take loans from them to fund the Civil War, and because he resisted a centralized banking system that was being pushed for, but because he brought slavery to an end--something that big money had a great stake in.  
Not only was the slave trade itself big business, but the whole economy of the South was dependent upon slave labor, both of which the international financiers had invested heavily in.

It is no surprise, then, to discover a heavy involvement of the Confederacy in the death of Lincoln.

=====================================

John Wilkes Booth, of course, was the one who pulled the trigger.  But was he the “lone assassin”?  Like Oswald, Booth was shot soon after his dirty deed, so he was not able to talk.

There sat Lincoln in Ford’s Theater, watching his favorite play with his wife, “Our American Cousin.”

It was only a week earlier that General Robert E. Lee had surrendered, which essentially marked the end of the Civil War.

Mary Todd Lincoln later recalled that her husband looked truly happy that night--the first time she had seen him in such a mood in a long time.

But soon all the laughter from the comedic play was interrupted by a gunshot and loud screams and cries.  The assailant was instantly recognized as the young 26-year-old actor, J.W. Booth.

Booth had total sympathy for the South, as well as the major financial institutions that opposed Lincoln and his administration.

For the next twelve days Booth was pursued by Union soldiers.  He was eventually cornered in a tobacco barn in Virginia.  He refused to surrender, and after a brief standoff, he was shot and died two hours later.

=======================

Records reveal that Booth received support from the Confederate Secret Service, operating out of Canada.

It would appear that his death was a last desperate attempt for the Confederacy to prevail over the Union.

There were actually three known plots by the Confederacy to assassinate and / or remove from office the President.

One was in 1862.  A Confederate officer, Walker Taylor, while spying on Lincoln, had noticed that he was normally unguarded as he traveled back and forth to his summer residence just outside Washington.  He proposed abducting him en route to his home, but Jefferson Davis rejected the idea, saying that Lincoln was a very courageous man and did not believe he would be captured without being killed--that he would engage his would-be kidnappers.  And he stated emphatically that he didn’t want Lincoln’s death on his head.  He had also stated that this was not a gentlemanly thing to do.

But by 1864, his views had changed.  This was due first to Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation, which outraged the South.  It not only called for the freeing of the slaves, but for their enlistment in the Union Army.  This meant arming slaves, which would result in slave uprisings

Davis viewed this as the most despicable act that a human being had ever committed.

The other straw that broke Davis’s back of tolerance for Lincoln was called the Doldren Raid.  In early 1864, a group of Union soldiers was dispatched to the outskirts of Richmond, where their mission was to free Union POWs held in a nearby camp, and then to march into the nearby Confederate capital, to sack and burn it.

But the Union soldiers were intercepted before they could carry out the mission successfully.

In the process, their commander, Doldren, was shot and killed.  On his person were found orders to kill Davis and members of his cabin.

When these papers were published, the South was again outraged.

It was believed that Lincoln himself gave these orders--an action that violated the rules of civilized warfare.

Thus, in April 1864, Davis authorized the establishment of the Confederate Secret Service, to engage in acts of sabotage and what could rightly be called terrorism--to fight dirty, in other words, and to reek havoc in the North.

The Confederacy was now resolved that Lincoln had to go, at any cost.

====================================

By the summer of 1864, the third year of the Civil War, the Confederacy was still losing ground to the Union.

Thus the Confederate fleet was now considering desperate measures.

The new Montreal-centered Secret Service of the Confederacy was assigned the task of either kidnapping or eliminating Lincoln.

Some additional plans suggested by Davis to the Secret Service were to burn several northern cities, to poison water supplies, and to engage in germ warfare, particularly yellow fever and small pox.

Records show that, to these ends, Davis issued a million dollars in gold to the Secret Service.

=======================================

Not long thereafter, a kidnapping plot was proposed by Davis.

Realizing that he would need assistance in his endeavors, booth went to Montreal in October of 1864, where he met with Patrick Charles Martin, one of the operatives of the Montreal Secret Service.

From this we can conclude that Booth was following Confederate orders.

From there, Booth met with Samuel Mudd in Maryland--a known South sympathizer and supporter.

They met on a Sunday morning at a church called St. Mary’s.

Some believe that it was at this point that Booth was told about other Confederate agents that could assist him in his plottings.

Soon thereafter, Booth opened an account in a Washington bank, depositing $1,500.  This money must have come from Montreal.

Over the next several months, Booth worked to assemble a team of co-conspirators to pull off his scheme.

By March 1865, the team was ready to act.

On the 17th of that month, Lincoln was scheduled to attend a special theater performance for wounded soldiers at Campbell Hospital, just north of Washington.

Upon hearing of this presidential appearance, Booth assembled his men.  However, at the last minute, Lincoln changed his plans and didn’t attend the performance.

Over the next few weeks, his plans underwent a radical transformation from kidnapping to outright assassination.

It was also suggested that the vice president, Andrew Johnson, and the secretary of state, William Seward, be killed as well, which would throw the Union into utter chaos.

If the plot succeeded, the South could regroup and reverse its fortunes.

======================

On the eve of the plot, each man took his position.  But all did not go according to plan.

Andrew Johnson’s would-be assassin, George Atzerodt, got drunk and decided to abandon his assignment.

Meanwhile, Lewis Powell took aim at at his target, but the gun misfired.  He then tried to bludgeon the secretary of state to death.  Although badly injured, the murder attempt had failed.

Booth was the only one to accomplish his mission that evening.

In the days that followed, a massive man hunt was undertaken by Union authorities.

One of the conspirators, John Surratt, escaped and made his way to Europe.

Eight others were taken into custody to await trial.

Booth, as mentioned, was shot a few days after his dirty deed.

Davis and his agents in Montreal were never charged for their role in Lincoln’s murder.  Were Both and his partners set up?

===================================================

At the same time, some suggest that Booth operated under the direction of another man, other than Davis.  His name was George Sanders.

He was a prominent man from Kentucky who moved northwards to further advance his career in the 1840s.

His destination was New York, where he worked as a power broker in the city’s financial district.

He later worked in the administration of Franklin Pierce.

So this was a man who was well-connected with the nation’s financial and political epicenters.

He was also appointed Counsel General in London.

It turns out that this man was no stranger to assassination plots.

In July 1853, he helped organize a plot to murder the French emperor, Napoleon III.

His mission in life, as he saw it, was to destroy the “despots” of the world, or perhaps more accurately, the leaders who got in the way of big money.

By June 1864, Sanders was in Montreal, plotting Lincoln’s demise with Confederate agents.

By October, Booth had arrived on the scene.  Was Sanders the man that Booth hooked up with?

It turns out that Booth checked into the St. Lawrence Hotel in Montreal--a place frequented by Sanders and other Confederate Secret Service plotters.

Sanders, as fate would have it, was a major supplier of the Union Army--he was trading with the enemy, if you will.  His profits were quite handsome, so he obviously didn’t want Lincoln murdered too hastily.

Doesn’t this sound familiar?

But before long, Lincoln handed responsibility for trade over to Ulyses S. Grant, essentially signing his own death warrant.  For with this act an end was brought to trading with Sanders, and thus Lincoln brought to an end his usefulness.

Sanders, being so highly connected, escaped finger pointing, and thus prosecution.  Perhaps this is why Davis also escaped the same fate.  It may very well be that Davis was connected with Sanders.

Andrew John went on record stating that Davis was complicit in Linconln’s murder, and actually offered a reward for his capture.  Sanders was also named.  But, again, nothing was done.

Those these names were brought up in court, lack of evidence and / or witnesses were given as the reasons for not persuing justice for both men.  This was probably the result of a rigged trial.

====================================================

Historians today almost unanimously insist upon Booth being the “lone gunman.”  This only makes sense, since every presidential assassination has been thusly labeled, and indeed must be, so that attention is always diverted away from the same guilty party behind every one of them--big money, the real power in Washington.

This power must be hidden from the public, in order to be preserved.

Not only has the broader scope of assassination plots always been suppressed, but the number of presidential assassinations has also been suppressed.

Let us therefore review the complete list of presidential assassinations (or attempts thereat):

 Andrew Jackson.

Although he was not killed, several attempts were made on his life, all of which resulted from his resistance to pushes for centralized banking in the US.

In 1836 he succeeded in shutting down the so-called “Second Bank of the United States” (1816-1836).  Speaking of this bank, he once said:

“The bold effort the present bank has made to control the government, the distress it had wantonly produced...are but premonitions of the fate that awaits the American people should they be deluded into a perpetuation of this institution or the establishment of another like it.”

In the early stages of his efforts to shut down this bank, Jackson directed the following statement at the bankers who ran it:

“You are a den of vipers.  I intend to rout you out, and by the Eternal God I will rout you out.  If the people only understood the rank injustice of our banking system, there would be a revolution before morning!”

Jackson later stated that it was the bankers who made the attempts on his life.

 Zachary Taylor.

The slavery issue dominated Taylor’s short term.  Although he owned slaves, he took a moderate stance on the territorial expansion of slavery, angering fellow Southerners.  He told them that if necessary to enforce the laws, he personally would lead the Army.  Persons "taken in rebellion against the Union, he would hang...with less reluctance than he had hanged deserters and spies in Mexico.”  He never wavered.

On the evening of July 4, 1850, President Taylor suddenly fell sick and would up dying 5 days later.  He exhibited all the classic symptoms of arsenic poisoning:

 vomiting
 diarrhea
 extreme abdominal cramps
 fever
 burning epigastric pain
 severe thirst
 weakness in the legs

On June 17, 1991, his tomb was opened up at the request of writer and researcher Clara Rising.  She asked that the hair, nails and bones be tested for traces of arsenic poisoning, in order to substantiate her suspiciouns that he was indeed poisoned because of his staunch opposition to slavery and his determination to shut it down.

In spite of the fact that high concentrations of arsenic were indeed found in Taylor’s remains, the major media, as usual, lied to the public, continuing a coverup that, at that time, had been going on for 141 years.

The New York Times blasted Clara Rising for her “cavalier contempt for the dead” by “tampering with a grave” while having no “serious historical evidence” to support her suspicious.

The Washington Post carried an article called “No Evidence of Poisoning Unearthed in Taylor Case.”

After several failed attempts were made to obtain the report on the 1991 examination of Taylor’s remains, the report was finally released.  Called “Results of Exhumation of Zachary Taylor,” it stated:

“The symptoms and duration of Zachary Taylor’s disorder are historically and medically compatible with acute arsenic poisoning...”

Later in the report, the same theme was reported:

“...the symptoms which he exhibited and the rapidity of his death are clearly consistent with acute arsenic poisoning.”

But in spite of this, the major media continued to sell the story that he died from food poisoning--the result of eating cherries and milk, a claim for which there is absolutely no historical proof whatsoever.

 Abraham Lincoln.

 James Garfield.

In 1880, President Garfield declared:  “Whoever controls the volume of money in any country is master of all its legislation and commerce.”

 William McKinley.

His presidency was at a time when the international bankers were again pushing heavily for a central bank in this country, not too long before the establishment of the Federal Reserve Act.  Also, McKinley was a strong proponent of tariffs, which are not, and never have been, popular with the globalists.

 Warren G. Harding.

Although not considered a victim of assassination, Harding, nevertheless, died under very mysterious circumstances.

On August 2, 1923, he collapsed and remained unconscious until he died the next day.  White House physician General Charles E. Sawyer later declared, without ever performing an autopsy, that the cause of death was an “embolism,” case closed.

Did the globalist money masters have Harding murdered as well?  He certainly had aroused their anger.  For not only was he a strong proponent of tariffs, but he was doggedly opposed to world government.

Notice what he said during his inaugural address on March 4, 1921:

“We recognize the new order in the world....But America, our America, the America builded on the foundation laid by the inspired fathers, can be a party to no permanent military alliance....Every commitment must be made in the exercise of our national sovereignty....[A] world supergovernment is contrary to everything we cherish and can have no sanction by our Republic.  This is not selfishness, it is sanctity.  It is not aloofness, it is security.  It is not suspicion of others, it is patriotic adherence to the things which made us what we are....It has been proved again and again that we cannot, while throwing our markets open to the world, maintain American standards of living and opportunity, and hold our industrial eminence in such unequal competition.  There is a luring fallacy in the theory of banished barriers of trade, but preserved American standards require our higher production costs to be reflected in our tariffs on imports.”

 JFK.

He implemented Executive Order 11110, which resulted in the printing of hundreds of millions of non-interest-bearing Greenbacks, threatening the monopolistic and parasitic control of the Federal Reserve over monetary system.


